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NEW YORK TIMES AND LOS ANGELES TIMES
BESTSELLER • A highly personal love letter to the
beauty and bounty of México in more than 100
transportive recipes, from the beloved food writer and
host of the Babish Culinary Universe show Pruébalo on
YouTube and Food52’s Sweet Heat “This intimate look
at a country’s cuisine has as much spice as it does
soul.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) ONE OF THE
MOST ANTICIPATED COOKBOOKS OF 2022—Time,
Food52 Join Rick Martínez on a once-in-a-lifetime
culinary journey throughout México that begins in
Mexico City and continues through 32 states, in 156
cities, and across 20,000 incredibly delicious miles. In
Mi Cocina, Rick shares deeply personal recipes as he recreates the dishes and specialties he tasted throughout
his journey. Inspired by his travels, the recipes are
based on his taste memories and experiences. True to
his spirit and reflective of his deep connections with
people and places, these dishes will revitalize your
pantry and transform your cooking repertoire.
Highlighting the diversity, richness, and complexity of
Mexican cuisine, he includes recipes like herb and
cheese meatballs bathed in a smoky, spicy chipotle
sauce from Oaxaca called Albóndigas en Chipotle;
northern México’s grilled Carne Asada that he stuffs
into a grilled quesadilla for full-on cheesy-meaty food
euphoria; and tender sweet corn tamales packed with
succulent shrimp, chiles, and roasted tomatoes from
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Sinaloa on the west coast. Rick’s poignant essays
throughout lend context—both personal and
cultural—to quilt together a story that is rich and
beautiful, touching and insightful.
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of
each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School
library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
Raised by two Italian chefs, the author delves into her
memories for scrumptious recipes and shares each
with a story of what it meant to her family. 10,000 first
printing.
Book 2 in the Full Moon series Declan Hall has got
everything covered this time around. He is going to
make sure that being Alpha is easy; with or without
help from anyone. No one's going to tell this guy how
to handle anything; not Gabriel, or anybody else, for
that matter. This time he is in charge. No arguments,
ifs or buts. That's certain! That is until... he meets a
woman werewolf who wants to have her own way.
Headstrong about absolutely, positively everything.
She's the alpha type and she leads by full coercion. A
no-holds-barred kind of feminine... a persuasive,
narcissistic force to be reckoned with. Declan definitely
did not see her coming. So, why isn't Noelle talking to
him? Everything was sweet as... before. Relationships
should never be this damn hard. Werewolves are pack
animals, aren't they? Let's go hunting... it's anyone's
game...
Recipes and Stories from My Italian Family Farm: A
Cookbook
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Frank Pelligrino Cooks Italian with Family and Friends
Recipes and Secrets from Our Travels in Italy: A
Cookbook
Baking Made Easy
Recipes and Tales from My Home
The Slanted Door
100 Super Easy, Super Fast Recipes
Recipes and stories to learn all about Japan's food
culture. Recipes, anecdotes, histories and stories, maps,
techniques, stylings, utensils, native ingredients -- this is
a colorful invitation to discover the look and aromas and
flavors of Japan. How to make sushi? What is the
traditional method of making miso soup? How do you
make a full Japanese meal? What are the most
frequently cooked dishes in the izakaya? How do you
garnish and pack a bento box? Here are the answers in
a charmingly, and beautifully, illustrated paperback book.
From how to use Japanese knives, chopsticks and
cooking vessels, to familiar and unusual seafood (and
seaweed!), Japanese vegetables, fruits and soy, the
illustrations are clear, atmospheric and empowering. The
text runs from ingredients and places to buy them, to
simple dishes and whole meals. The design is really fun,
and this is a handbook every cook will want to own -- or
give to friends and family.
This book celebrates Italy's excellent food (PDO, PGI,
and TSG agri-food products), and every food journey
begins with knowledge of ingredients, where to find
them, and how to prepare them. Italian food is so much
more than pizza and pasta; from regional specialties to
gourmet delicacies, you'll need multiple lifetimes to try
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them all! The recipe collection includes mouthwatering
dishes you might never have heard of, such as Scampi
alla Busara, Crescione, and Mondeghili, as well as the
iconic classics like Spaghetti Cacio e Pepe, Cannoli, and
Focaccia. Also provided is the foreword by Alessandro
Schiatti and tips and tricks from masters of Italian
cooking including Aurelio Barattini, Christina Conte,
Gabriella Gasparini, Manuela Mazzocco, Barbara
Pollastrini, Vincenzo Prosperi, Amy Riolo, and Mario
Rizzotti.
More than 100 hearty, easy and slimming recipes from
Kate Allinson and Kay Featherstone, authors of the
bestselling Pinch of Nom series. From satisfying savoury
dishes to indulgent desserts, Pinch of Nom Comfort
Food is packed with slimming-friendly, delicious dishes
that will keep you and your loved ones happy and
healthy. From lazy weekend breakfasts to filling mains
and warming puddings, this book is brimming with tasty
meals that are easy to make. Many of the dishes have
alternative cooking methods, so you can choose whether
to cook in the oven, slow cooker or pressure cooker,
depending on your schedule. From Katsu Chicken Bites,
Steak and Chips Pie and Cheesy Aubergine Bake to
Slow Cooker Stroganoff, Halloumi Couscous Burgers
and Millionaire Shortbread, you'll be spoilt for choice on
what to cook first. Feeling adventurous? Try Danger
Dogs! Need a sweet and fruity fix? Cherry Pie ticks all
the boxes. Featuring Pinch of Nom’s trademark big
flavours, these recipes use easy-to-find ingredients to
create dishes that everyone will love – whether they’re
watching their waistline or not.
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Meike Peters, the author of the acclaimed cooking blog
Eat in My Kitchen, presents a cookbook as inviting,
entertaining, and irresistible as her website, featuring
dozens of never-before-published recipes.
A Tuscan in the Kitchen
Naturally Vegetarian
Japanese Cuisine
Ecco! due
Recipes, Language and Life with an Italian Family
Celebrate Food & Family With Over 100 Classic Recipes
from Italian Grandmothers
Old World Italian

The international culinary superstar and author
of A Lighter Way to Bake returns with a bright
and breezy full-color cookbook that features 100
simple yet elegant recipes for everyday and
entertaining. Infused with her charisma and
charm, Everyday Easy showcases Lorraine
Pascale’s elegant, fuss-free cooking, with
recipes perfect for both everyday suppers and
annual feasts. Enjoy quick but satisfying
weeknight dinners such as Creamy Pancetta
Pasta with Mushrooms and Parmesan or
Chestnut and Pea Risotto with Truffle Oil.
Thinking of entertaining? You’ll find dinner-party
delights such as Rioja-Braised Lamb Shanks
with Chorizo or Twice-Cooked Chicken Kievs.
Everyday Easy offers something for every chef
and every occasion, whether you’re looking for a
tasty meal for two or planning
a crowd-pleasing
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menu for a fun and relaxed evening with friends.
Nearly every recipe is accompanied by a
gorgeous color photo along with a cornucopia of
kitchen tips and tricks to help you whip up great
food without the fuss.
100 ricette per portare anche nella cucina di casa
tutta la passione, la sapienza e l’inventiva dello
chef che ha conquistato i social con i suoi piatti
a regola d’arte. A chi non piacerebbe,
mettendosi ai fornelli, avere accanto un vero
chef che ci guidi passo passo e magari ci dia
l’ispirazione per tentare qualcosa di mai provato
prima? Ecco che Daniele Rossi, un po’ come il
genio della lampada magica, esce dalle pagine di
questo libro per entrare nelle nostre cucine e
prenderci per mano, accompagnandoci in un
percorso sorprendente. Dai preparati di base
(immancabili nel repertorio di ogni appassionato
di cucina) ai classici senza tempo della
tradizione toscana, dai piatti più easy e di sicuro
effetto alle raffinate creazioni della food illusion,
dalle suggestioni della cucina orientale alle
tecniche più moderne, come la cottura a bassa
temperatura: nel ricettario di chef Rossi,
tradizione e innovazione convivono in un gioco
continuo. Uno chef per amico è rivolto sia a chi
desidera fare pratica con le basi della cucina e
affinare le proprie competenze, sia a chi si sente
pronto a raccogliere la sfida delle ricette più
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estrose e originali di Daniele: per tutti, è
garantita una spiegazione chiara di ogni
passaggio, con schede di approfondimento sulle
diverse tecniche impiegate e tanti consigli e
“chicche” che di solito gli chef non rivelano. Con
due attenzioni speciali in più: da un lato,
all’estetica e alla presentazione (purché tutto ciò
che si trova nel piatto sia commestibile), e
dall’altro ad azzerare gli sprechi e utilizzare al
cento per cento la materia prima, con tante
soluzioni creative per non buttare via nulla, ma
proprio nulla. Pronti a rimboccarvi le maniche e
mettervi in gioco? «Daniele Rossi è lo chef da
cui vorremmo imparare segreti e tecniche di
cucina.» - Forbes
Everyone has an opinion about Pino Luongo. To
Tony Bourdain, he was the notorious Pino Noir,
the shadowy kingpin of a restaurant empire. To
Manhattanites, he was either the savior or the
scourge of the city's dining scene. To the many
fans of his cookbooks, he was the herald of
Tuscan cuisine. In Dirty Dishes, Luongo emerges
to tell his side of the story. And it's quite a story:
After an idyllic (and well-fed) childhood in
Tuscany, Luongo came to New York as an actor,
and, after quickly washing out, fell into the
restaurant business. Within ten years, he had
risen from a position as a dishwasher to build a
string of the hottest restaurants in the city,
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including Le Madri, Coco Pazzo, Tuscan Square,
and Centolire. For a decade, he was one of the
undisputed kings of New York nightlife, building
a reputation for brilliance, volatility, and charm as well as a long list of hilarious and jawdropping "Pino stories." But after a flirtation with
a corporate chain went sour, he cashiered his
restaurants and returned to his first love, the
kitchen. Pino has had an incredible life, full of
amazing twists and famous names- and he's a
born storyteller. Along with his expert coauthor,
Andrew Friedman (who helped craft Don't Try
This at Home), he's created an immensely
readable inside look at the New York restaurant
world, in all its Byzantine glory.
"Calabria in Cucina" contains authentic, regional
recipes, as well as local food traditions and
classic wine from the Sila Mountain range to the
white cliffs of the Vaticano Cape, close to
Tropea. The easy-to-follow recipes are written by
Chef Valentina Oliveri, owner of the restaurant
L'Elibelinde, based in Rende (Cosenza).
Calabria in Cucina
La mia cucina fra tradizione e innovazione
Recipes for a Well-lived Life
La mia cucina easy. 100 ricette favolose e facili
da fare
Simply Tuscan
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A Kitchen in France
Offers twenty complete menus, organized by
season, along with detailed recipes for both
traditional Tuscan dishes and innovative modern
interpretations.
From the bestselling author of See Jane Date and
The Secret of Joy comes a charming, warm-hearted
story about a woman’s search for happiness after
inheriting her grandmother’s cooking school. When
Holly Maguire inherits “Camilla’s Cucinotta,” her
late grandmother’s home-based Italian cooking
school in Blue Crab Island, Maine, twelve of the
sixteen students for the upcoming fall class drop
out. After all, Holly isn’t a seventy-five-year-old
Milanese love goddess, whose secret sauces had
aphrodisiac properties and whose kitchen table
fortune-telling often came true. Holly, a brokenhearted thirty-year-old who’s never found her
niche, can barely cook at all. But she’s determined
to keep her beloved grandmother’s legacy alive.
Armed with Camilla’s hand-scrawled recipe book,
Holly welcomes her students: apprentice Mia, a
twelve-year-old desperate to learn to cook Italian to
stop her divorced father from marrying his ditzy
girlfriend; Juliet, Holly’s childhood friend grieving
for her newborn—and the marriage she left behind
on the mainland; Simon, struggling to be an everyother-weekend dad to his young son after his wife
left him; and Tamara, a single thirty-something
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yearning for love. Mixing fervent wishes and
bittersweet memories with simmering sauces and
delectable Italian dishes, Holly and the students of
The Love Goddess’ Cooking School create their own
recipes for happiness and become masters of their
own fortunes.
Eat pasta, enjoy wine and lose weight! The Mamma
Mia! Diet brings the health benefits of a
Mediterranean-style program with Italian flair and
flavor. It is authentic, effective, delicious and fun.
The Mamma Mia! Diet is more than just a meal
plan—it’s a complete lifestyle guide. Based on an
improved version of the classic Mediterranean diet,
the Mamma Mia! Diet provides you with
modernized versions of healthy Italian dishes to
help you lose weight while still feeling full and
satisfied. The more doctors test it, the more they
find that eating Mediterranean is the absolute best
way to lose weight. Based on the cooking and
eating style of Italy, the Mamma Mia! plan features
olive oil, fruits and vegetables, nuts, legumes, fish
and poultry, whole grains and, yes, wine! With The
Mamma Mia! Diet, you’ll enjoy: • Better health and
improved longevity • Higher energy levels and
improved fitness • More variety than any other diet
• Fundamental nutrition grounded in tradition and
science • Incredible dishes packed with nutrition
and authentic Italian flavor • A diet that nourishes
you and your family, all in one Food can be more
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than just delicious. Food is medicine for the body,
mind, and soul, and with The Mamma Mia! Diet,
you can make the most out of what you eat, all
while experiencing an Italian-style
atmosphere—and satisfying an Italian-style
appetite! The Mamma Mia! Diet is the modern
Italian diet program that lets you enjoy the best of
what Italian fare has to offer--absolutely guilt-free!
Benefits of The Mamma Mia! Diet include weight
loss, diabetes management, cardiovascular health
and longevity. The Italian expression "Mamma
mia!" denotes surprise such as "Mamma mia! I am
eating good food, drinking wine, losing weight and
feeling great!" The Mamma Mia! Diet shows that
this is possible. • DOCTOR RECOMMENDED. Based
on the time-tested Mediterranean diet, combined
with a modern twist, The Mamma Mia! Diet gives
you everything you need to make lasting lifestyle
choices leading to better health, higher energy
levels, and increased longevity. • ENJOY WHAT YOU
EAT. Each meal is specifically crafted with three
guiding principles in mind: achieving maximum
nutritious value, maintaining the authentic taste of
real Italian cuisine, and providing satisfying, filling
portions that will leave you feeling energized all
day long. • EASY-TO- FOLLOW. Every meal featured
in The Mamma Mia! Diet can be made quickly and
easily using commonly found foods, requiring no
special skills. Based on the well-tested, tried and
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true Mediterranean diet, with Italian flavor and
foods, The Mamma Mia! Diet is a healthy weight
loss diet everyone can enjoy!
Explains the advantages of a plant-based diet for
families with children and offers a collection of
family-friendly vegan recipes for breakfast foods,
soups, salads, sandwiches, snacks, main and side
dishes, breads, and desserts.
Chasing the Alpha
Dirty Dishes
Bake
The Love Goddess' Cooking School
Cooking with Nonna
Home Cooking Made Easy
An Illustrated Guide
With beguiling recipes and sumptuous
photography, A Kitchen in France transports you
to the French countryside and marks the debut
of a captivating new voice in cooking. "This is
real food: delicious, honest recipes that
celebrate the beauty of picking what is ripe and
in season, and capture the essence of life in rural
France." —Alice Waters When Mimi Thorisson
and her family moved from Paris to a small town
in out-of-the-way Médoc, she did not quite know
what was in store for them. She found wonderful
ingredients—from local farmers and the
neighboring woods—and, most important, time
to cook. Her cookbook chronicles the family’s
seasonal meals and life in an old farmhouse, all
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photographed by her husband, Oddur. Mimi’s
convivial recipes—such as Roast Chicken with
Herbs and Crème Fraîche, Cèpe and Parsley
Tartlets, Winter Vegetable Cocotte, Apple Tart
with Orange Flower Water, and Salted Butter
Crème Caramel—will bring the warmth of rural
France into your home.
Are you ready for your best bake? From
Courgette, Lemon and Pistachio Drizzle Loaf to
Coffee Éclairs with Espresso and Hazelnut Cream,
Bake by Lorraine Pascale is a delicious collection
of simple and sophisticated recipes that will take
your baking to the next level. Delight friends and
family with sweet and savoury bakes that are
perfect for an array of tastes and dietary needs.
Lorraine's friendly and thorough guidance makes
it easy to master impressive celebration cakes,
such as Naked Pecan and Popcorn Layer Cake,
Chocolate Layer Cake with Toasted Meringue and
Fraisier Cake with Port, Strawberries and
Almonds. Whisk, knead, dust and drizzle your
way to sweet success with 125 irresistible
recipes.
Several years ago, on a break between theatrical
gigs in Alabama, Mark traveled to Italy and fell in
love with the people, food and culture. Armed
with just enough courage, minimal Italian
language skills, and a certain proficiency in the
kitchen, he enrolled in a full-immersion cooking
and language program. He would travel to
Viterbo, Italy and live with an Italian family. His
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teachers were beyond his wildest dreams-he
learned to cook from the grandmother, or Nonna,
of the family, who prepared every meal in a
bustling, busy household, as women in her family
have done for generations. Her daughter,
Alessandra, taught him the language with
patience and precision. Besides culinary secrets
and prepositions, they opened their lives to him,
and made him a real part of their extensive
family. Though the book contains authentic,
delicious family recipes Nonna shared with Mark,
Beyond the Pasta delves into food memoir
subject matter not found in a typical cookbook. It
was the day-to-day shopping with Nonna,
exploring the countryside and le gelaterie, where
he truly developed his language skills, and a
new, more joyful and uniquely Italian way of
looking at the world.
Reminiscences and anecdotes enhance a
personal collection of recipes from the author's
native Tuscany
Beyond the Pasta
American Book Publishing Record
Mi Cocina
Recipes and Rapture from My Kitchen in Mexico:
A Cookbook
Rao's Recipes from the Neighborhood
Recipes from Le Madri, Coco Pazzo, and Sapore
Di Mare
Drifting Dragons

While drifting through the skies, the draking
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ship the Quin Zaza arrives in Quon, one of
many port towns across the land. Tired and
weary, her crew disembarks to enjoy some
much-needed leave on solid ground. However,
their vacation is cut short when a massive
dragon captured by another ship suddenly
goes berserk in town! The team scrounges
together in an attempt to take it down, but
the goliath proves to be a formidable foe. Will
the crew be able to capture the dragon and
sink their teeth into their prize?! Nominated
for the 2017 Manga Taisho award, the
gourmet’s guide to the skies continues!
La mia cucina easy. 100 ricette favolose e
facili da fareMaMa Mia CucinaA Flavor of
Good Food and Good FamilyDirty DishesA
Restaurateur's Story of Passion, Pain, and
PastaBloomsbury Publishing USA
The owner of a popular East Harlem
restaurant pays tribute to his childhood home
and family in an illustrated volume that
includes more than 100 Italian recipes,
kitchen secrets, and holiday suggestions.
The long-awaited cookbook featuring 100
recipes from James Beard award-winning chef
Charles Phan’s beloved San Francisco
Vietnamese restaurant, The Slanted Door.
Award-winning chef and restaurateur Charles
Phan opened The Slanted Door in San
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Francisco in 1995, inspired by the food of his
native Vietnam. Since then, The Slanted Door
has grown into a world-class dining
destination, and its accessible, modern take
on classic Vietnamese dishes is beloved by
diners, chefs, and critics alike. The Slanted
Door is a love letter to the restaurant, its
people, and its food. Featuring stories in
addition to its most iconic recipes, The
Slanted Door both celebrates a culinary
institution and allows home cooks to recreate
its excellence.
Library Journal
A Flavor of Good Food and Good Family
To Cook, to Bake, to Eat, and to Treat
A Year of Cooking in My Farmhouse: A
Cookbook
student's work kit
125 Show-Stopping Recipes, Made Simple
The Sprinkles Baking Book
Mimi explores the beautiful coasts and countrysides of Italy in
this lavishly photographed cookbook featuring simple,
authentic recipes inspired by the country's devoted producers
and rich food heritage. “A tribute to the home cooking of real
families across the country.”—The Wall Street Journal
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY FOOD NETWORK Beloved for her gorgeous
cookbooks A Kitchen in France and French Country Cooking,
Mimi Thorisson, along with her lively family and smooth fox
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terriers in tow, immersed readers in the warmth of their
convivial lives in rural France. In their newest cookbook, the
Thorissons pause their lives in the idyllic French countryside
to start a new adventure in Italy and satisfy their endless
curiosity and passion for the magic of Italian cooking. Old
World Italian captures their journey and the culinary treasures
they discovered. From Tuscany to Umbria to Naples and more,
Mimi dives into Italy’s diverse regional cuisines and shares
100 recipes for authentic, classic dishes, enriched by
conversations with devoted local food experts who share their
timeworn techniques and stories. You'll indulge in dishes
culled from across the country, such as plump agnolotti bathed
in sage and butter from the north, the tomato-rich ragùs and
pastas of the southwest, and the multifaceted, seafood-laden
cuisine of Sicily. The mysteries of Italian food culture will
unravel as you learn to execute a perfect Neapolitan-style
pizza at home or make the most sublime yet elemental cacio e
pepe. Full of local color, history, and culture, plus evocative,
sumptuous photography shot by Mimi’s husband, Oddur
Thorisson, Old World Italian transports you to a seat at the
family’s table in Italy, where you may never want to leave.
Lorraine Pascale truly believes that eating healthy does not
mean having to abandon all the good things in life. Baked
goods and dishes, from the savory to the sweet, so often find
themselves consigned to the list of dietary no-no's, but
Lorraine wants to gently challenge our assumptions and
offer—amid the deluge of decadent baking books out there— a
lighter way to bake. For many years, Lorraine's fans have
asked her if she could make some of their best-loved
indulgences a bit lighter, so that they could enjoy them a little
more often and with less guilt. Classic no-holds-barred sweets
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hold a special place in Lorraine's heart, but she wanted to offer
healthier versions of them, along with some new ideas, so she
embarked on a long journey of experimentation, testing,
retesting, tears, and eventually...progress: treats that retain
maximum flavor yet are bursting with goodness. And the fruits
of her labor are all here, but they still taste naughty! A Lighter
Way to Bake isn't packed with obscure grains, nuts, or seeds.
Instead, using everyday ingredients, with expert nutritionists
evaluating every morsel, she has come up with 100 nourishing,
stress-free recipes, from everyday breads and savory meals to
light snacks, divine pastries, and heavenly cakes. Sesame
Pretzel Buns or Cappuccino and Cinnamon Pecan muffins are
the perfect afternoon pick-me-up. Skinnier Mac and Cheese or
Herbed Baked Chicken Tenders with Honey & Mustard
Dipping Sauce are surefire winners for family dinners. And
Chocolate Chocolate Torte or Pumpkin Spice Cupcakes with
Cream Cheese Frosting will make for a sumptuous finish.
Lorraine Pascale's fun, sociable style of cooking came to wide
public attention with her landmark BBC television show,
Baking Made Easy. The book of the series went on to be a
perennial bestseller in the U.K., and Lorraine quickly became
the most successful debut cookbook author ever in Britain.
A leading restauranteur and author combines witty
reminiscences with stylistic cookery in a collection of more
than seventy-five recipes for fish dishes
The instant New York Times bestseller! Cupcake favorites and
dessert classics from the pastry chef and creator of Sprinkles
Cupcakes and judge on Food Network's Cupcake Wars. When
Candace Nelson started Sprinkles, America's first cupcakesonly bakery, in 2005, people thought she was crazy. "What
else do you sell?" they'd ask. But Sprinkles sold out on
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opening day . . . and hasn't slowed down since!Now, in her
first cookbook, Candace opens up her recipe vault to bring you
100 irresistible desserts she can't live without. You'll learn all
the secrets for making 50 beloved Sprinkles Cupcakes, from
iconic red velvet to new flavors created exclusively for the
book, like crème brûlée.But Candace doesn't stop there. She
shares the recipes for her all-time favorite cakes, pies, quick
breads, cookies, bars, and other treats, plus delicious guest
recipes from Sprinkles friends like Reese Witherspoon, Julia
Roberts, and Michael Strahan. THE SPRINKLES BAKING
BOOK is filled with all-American classics that will appeal to
everyone in your family and on your dinner party guest list.
So, don't hold back. Treat yourself to this sweet cookbook and
share in the fun!
A Restaurateur's Story of Passion, Pain, and Pasta
No Ketchup on Spaghetti
100 Secret Recipes from Candace's Kitchen
Pinch of Nom Comfort Food
A Lighter Way to Bake
100 Slimming, Satisfying Recipes
More than 100 Great-Tasting and Healthy Recipes from My
Family to Yours

TV chef Lorraine Pascale, author of the
phenomenal bestseller Baking Made
Easy, is back with her second cookery
book – this time packed with simple and
delicious recipes for relaxed home
cooking that go far beyond baking.
Learn to cook classic Italian recipes like
a native with the long-awaited debut
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cookbook from Rossella Rago, creator of
the popular web TV series Cooking with
Nonna! For Rossella Rago, creator and
host of Cooking with Nonna TV, Italian
cooking was never just about the
amazing food or Sunday dinner; it was
also about family, community, and
tradition. Rossella grew up cooking with
her Nonna Romana every Sunday and on
holidays, learning the traditional recipes
of the Italian region of Puglia, like
focaccia, braciole, zucchine alla
poverella, and pizza rustica. In her
popular web TV series, Rossella invites
Italian-American grandmothers (the
unsung heroes of the culinary world) to
cook with her, learning the classic dishes
and flavors of each region of Italy and
sharing them with eager fans all over the
world. Now you can take a culinary
journey through Italy with Rossella and
her debut cookbook, Cooking with
Nonna, featuring over 100 classic Italian
recipes, along with advice and stories
from 25 beloved Italian grandmothers.
With easy-to-follow step-by-step
instructions and mouthwatering photos,
Cooking with Nonna covers appetizers,
soups, salads, pasta, meats, breads,
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cookies, and desserts, and features
favorite recipes including: Sicilian Rice
Balls Fried Calamari Stuffed Artichokes
Orecchiette with Broccoli Rabe Veal Stew
in a Polenta Bowl Struffoli Ricotta
Cookies Homemade Pasta Handcrafted
Spaghetti with Meatballs Four-Cheer
Lasagna If you are ready to bring back
Sunday dinner and learn how to make
Italian food just like nonna, then look no
further!
The work of Italian architect, artist,
planner, craftsman, designer, and
visionary Gio Ponti (1891-1979) is pivotal
in the history of twentieth-century
artistic culture. This remarkable book
offers an extensive selection of Ponti's
projects - over 150 of them accompanied by designs, sketches,
plans, photographs, and Ponti's own
copious writings. Following an initial
classical period of activity, Ponti went on
to champion the importance of the
individual during the overwhelming
surge of mass-production promoted by
Modernism. Ponti's writings in Domus
during his long tenure as editor, and his
designs for ceramics manufacturer
Richard-Ginori, Alfa Romeo, the furniture
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company Cassina, fixtures-maker
American Standard, and many other
manufacturers, all testify to his vision
for a modern society in which good
design was available to the common
person, and life, art, and architecture
were inseparable. Gio Ponti also
presents Ponti's architecture, including
the famous Montecatini Building in Milan
(1936), the interior of the luxury liner
Andrea Doria (1951), the Pirelli Tower
(1956), the Museum of Modern Art in
Denver (1972), and numerous other
residential and office buildings,
churches, retail spaces, villas, and
universities that Ponti designed between
the early 1920s and 1978.
A stunning seasonal Italian cookbook
from the creator of the award-winning
blog Hortus Cuisine, featuring 125
delicious all-vegetarian recipes from the
author's family farm in northeastern
Italy. As the daughter of an Italian
farming family, Solfrini grew up eating
fresh, local, seasonal foods, but when
she moved to New York City to study
design, she quickly felt the damaging
effects that came with eating a new diet
filled with processed foods, too much
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meat, and too few vegetables. When she
returned to Italy, she embraced the
seasonal, vegetable-friendly foods of her
youth once more, and after eliminating
meat from her diet, felt better than ever.
Surrounded by the countryside and living
on her family's farm, the inspiration to
live naturally and healthfully was
everywhere and she started her blog to
show the world just how fresh, beautiful,
and healthful vegetarian Italian cooking
could be. Naturally Vegetarian is an
extension of Hortus Cusine, and will be
filled with more of Solfrini's arrestingly
beautiful photography of rural Italian
scenery, authentic tales of Italian farm
life and customs through the ages, and
more of the delicious vegetarian recipes
her fans have come to know and love.
Naturally Vegetarian will offer readers a
glimpse of a year on an Italian farm and
the recipes that come with the changing
of the seasons. She also shares how to
stock a whole foods Italian pantry,
introducing them to new ingredients like
chestnut flour, farro, and tomato
passata, and the fundamental recipes
and techniques for preparing and
cooking fresh pasta. Filled with exquisite
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recipes like Creamy Sunchoke Soup with
Golden Onions, Chickpea Crespelle with
Spring Vegetable Ragu, Piadina
Romagnola with Grilled Vegetables and
Tomato Pesto, Pistachio and White
Chocolate Tiramisu, and so many more,
Naturally Vegetarian is a celebration of
Italy's colors, smells, and flavors and will
show readers a new side to the
traditional Italian kitchen.
The Complete Guide on how to Shop, Eat,
and Cook Like an Italian
The Mamma Mia! Diet
Bologna Mia
Forthcoming Books
Giornale della libreria
Fish Talking
MaMa Mia Cucina
A tv tie-in with Lorraine Pascale, the model
baker.
The debut cookbook by the creator of the wildly
popular blog Damn Delicious proves that quick
and easy doesn't have to mean boring.Blogger
Chungah Rhee has attracted millions of devoted
fans with recipes that are undeniable
'keepers'-each one so simple, so easy, and so
flavor-packed, that you reach for them busy
night after busy night. In Damn Delicious, she
shares exclusive new recipes as well as her most
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beloved dishes, all designed to bring fun and
excitement into everyday cooking. From fiveingredient Mini Deep Dish Pizzas to no-fuss
Sheet Pan Steak & Veggies and 20-minute
Spaghetti Carbonara, the recipes will help even
the most inexperienced cooks spend less time in
the kitchen and more time around the
table.Packed with quickie breakfasts, 30-minute
skillet sprints, and speedy takeout copycats, this
cookbook is guaranteed to inspire readers to
whip up fast, healthy, homemade meals that are
truly 'damn delicious!'
The Ecco! series treats student motivation,
engagement and enjoyment as vital for
successful learning. Teachers will also value the
imaginative approaches, cultural authenticity,
updated educational principles, logical
sequencing, ease of use and practical support of
the Ecco! series. The Ecco! series is devised for
the first four years of secondary school. Ecco!
uno is intended for three semesters' to two
years' work. Ecco! due is more advanced and is
intended for two years' work.Features: The Ecco!
due Student's Work Kit contains: 1 copy of Ecco!
due Workbook; 1 copy of Ecco! due Student CDROM. Workbook features: checklists for
students' active self-assessment of chapter
learning outcomes; exercises to help students
master new vocabulary through inductive
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reasoning; varied listening comprehension tasks
using lively performances by native speakers on
the Ecco! due Teacher Audio CDs; a wide range
of appealing reading comprehension, grammar
practice and text-type writing activities; targeted
cultural awareness revision and ICT activities;
extensions tasks for further challenge. Student
CD-ROM features: cartoon stories replay for
listening, reading and speaking practice; applied
pronunciation practice of key sounds (students
record own voice); vocabulary games to
reinforce knowledge of new words and phrases;
different text-type writing tasks with templates
provided; varied activities to extend cultural
knowledge; chapter review quizzes for revision
of grammar, vocabulary and cultural knowledge;
record keeping.
Eat in My Kitchen
The Secret Italian Way to Good Health - Eat
Pasta, Enjoy Wine, & Lose Weight
Uno chef per amico
Mayim's Vegan Table
Modern Vietnamese Food [A Cookbook]
Damn Delicious
Memories from the Kitchen of Italy
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